A Binary Learning Framework for Hyperdimensional Computing
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Abstract—Brain-inspired Hyperdimensional (HD) computing is a computing paradigm emulating a neuron’s activity in high-dimensional space. In practice, HD first encodes all data points to high-dimensional vectors, called hypervectors, and then performs the classification task in an efficient way using a well-defined set of operations. In order to provide acceptable classification accuracy, the current HD computing algorithms need to map data points to hypervectors with non-binary elements. However, working with non-binary vectors significantly increases the HD computation cost and the amount of memory requirement for both training and inference. In this paper, we propose BinHD, a novel learning framework which enables HD computing to be trained and tested using binary hypervectors. BinHD encodes data points to binary hypervectors and provides a framework which enables HD to perform the training task with significantly low resources and memory footprint. In inference, BinHD binarizes the model and simplifies the costly Cosine similarity used in existing HD computing algorithms to a hardware-friendly Hamming distance metric. In addition, for the first time, BinHD introduces the concept of learning rate in HD computing which gives an extra knob to the HD in order to control the training efficiency and accuracy. We accordingly design a digital hardware to accelerate BinHD computation. Our evaluations on four practical classification applications show that BinHD in training (inference) can achieve 12.4× and 6.3× (13.8× and 9.9×) energy efficiency and speedup as compared to the state-of-the-art HD computing algorithm while providing the similar classification accuracy.

Index Terms—Brain-inspired computing, Energy-efficiency classification, Hyperdimensional computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning has risen to prominence in complex and big data applications. For example, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have provided high classification accuracy for complex image classification tasks [1], [2]. However, high computational complexity and memory requirement of DNNs hinder usability to a broad variety of real-life (embedded) applications where the device resources and power budget is limited [3]–[5]. For example, in health care we often require learning algorithms to have a real time control on the patient daily behaviour, speech, and bio-medical sensors [6]–[8]. Sending all data point to the powerful computing environment, e.g., cloud, cannot guarantee scalability and real-time response. It is also often undesirable due to privacy and security concerns [9]–[11]. Thus, we need alternative computing methods that can run a large amount of data at least partly on the less-powerful embedded devices.

Brain-inspired Hyperdimensional (HD) computing has been proposed as a computing method that processes the cognitive tasks in a more light-weight way [12]. HD performs computation on ultra-wide words – that is, with very high-dimensional vectors, or hypervectors. HD works based on the existence of a huge number of nearly orthogonal hypervectors which can be combined using well-defined vector space operations. The mathematics governing the high dimensional space enable HD to be easily applied to different learning problems [13]–[19]. The first step in HD computing is to encode/map data points from the original domain to high-dimensional space. In training, HD combines the encoded hypervectors in order to generate a hypervector representing each class. The classification task at inference performs by checking the similarity of an encoded test hypervector with all trained classes.

In this work, we observe that in order to provide acceptable classification accuracy, the current HD computing algorithms need to encode data points to hypervectors with non-binary elements [18], [20]–[23]. This means that even to perform a single addition between the hypervectors, HD needs to compute thousands (e.g., 10,000) operations. For example, in HD computing, the training performs by the accumulation of several hypervectors. This makes the training operations very expensive. In addition, to perform iterative training, BinHD needs to store all encoded hypervectors which significantly increases the memory footprint. After training, the existing HD computing algorithms generate a model with non-binarized class hypervectors. This model forces the HD inference to use costly Cosine metric for similarity check, which involves a large amount of non-binarized additions/multiplications. To reduce the inference cost, prior work tried to binarize the class hypervectors after the training [20], [21], [24]. Although this approach simplifies the inference similarity metric to Hamming distance, we observed that it significantly reduces the HD classification accuracy on practical applications, e.g., 11.8% on face recognition application [25].

In this paper, we propose BinHD, a novel framework which enables HD computing to be trained and tested using binary hypervectors. BinHD introduces the concept of learning rate in HD computing by assigning a counter with limited bit-width to each HD model element. BinHD performs training by the accumulation of the binary hypervectors which can process with significantly lower memory footprint and the computation cost. In inference, BinHD removes the necessity of using a non-binary model and costly Cosine similarity by creating a binarized model. This simplifies the HD similarity metric to hardware-friendly Hamming distance. We accordingly design a digital hardware to accelerate BinHD computation in both training and inference. Our evaluation on four practical classi-
fication applications shows that BinHD in training (inference) can achieve on average $12.4 \times$ and $6.3 \times (13.8 \times$ and $9.9 \times)$ energy efficiency and speedup as compared to baseline HD computing algorithm while providing the similar classification accuracy. In addition, we observe that BinHD can provide up to 10.8% higher classification accuracy as compared to the baseline HD computing algorithms [18], [20] using the similar binary hypervectors.

II. PROPOSED BINHD TRAINING

Here, we proposed BinHD, a framework for binarization of the HD computation during training and inference. Figure 1a shows an overview of BinHD performing the classification task on high-dimensional space. In BinHD, the first step is to map/encode all data points from original to a hypervector, where each element represents using a binary value. Next, the encoded hypervectors are combined in a training module in order to create a single binary hypervector representing each class. In the inference, a test data encodes to high-dimensional space using the same encoding module used for training. Finally, the classification task performs by finding a pre-stored prototype vectors to each existing feature index, $\{ID_1, ..., ID_m\}$, where $ID \in \{0,1\}^D$. The encoding can happen by linearly combining the feature values over different indices, where a hypervector corresponding to a feature index preserves the position of each feature value in a combined set: $H = ID_1 \oplus T_1 + ID_2 \oplus T_2 + \ldots + ID_n \oplus T_n$, where $H$ is the (non-binary) encoded hypervector, $\oplus$ denotes the XOR operation, and $T$ is the (binary) hypervector corresponding to the $i$-th feature of vector $F$. The binarization of the encoded hypervector can happen by comparing each dimension of $H$ with $n/2$ value. All dimensions with a smaller value than $n/2$ are assigned to 0, while other elements are assigned to 1.

B. BinHD Training

**Binary Vector Accumulation:** Assume $A$ and $B$ are two binary vectors ($A, B \in \{0,1\}^D$), we define a similar accumulator operation as Sparse Distributed Memory [26], which satisfies the following constraints:

$$\{A' = A \oplus B \mid A, A', B \in \{0,1\}^D, \delta(A, B) < \delta(A', B)\}$$

Figure 2 shows an example of the accumulation operation. The accumulation of $A$ and $B$ binary vectors performs in two steps. First, a counter update, where $A^C$ updates depending on $B$ vector elements. The $B$ elements with “1” value increment the $A^C$ counter, while “0” elements decrement $A^C$. For the example shown in Figure 2b, we use $N = 5$, thus counter values saturates between -15 and +16 range. The second step is updating the binary vector $A$, depending on changes on $A^C$. As Figure 2c shows, the value of the accumulator vector, $A$, flips on all dimensions that the counter values changed from positive to zero/negative or vice versa. We explore the impact of counter size on Section II-D.

**Initial Model Generation:** We accumulate all binary encoded hypervectors in training dataset to create $k$ binary prototype vectors $\{C_1, ..., C_k\}$, where $k$ is number of classes and $C_i \in \{0,1\}^D$. These prototype vectors represent the average (centroid) of that particular class, with respect to Hamming space. We can view each class hypervector as a linear combination of the encoded hypervectors in that class. For example, $i$-th class hypervector can be computed as: $C_i = \sum_{j \in \text{class } i} H_j$. As we explained, the accumulation of the binary hypervectors happens by assigning a counter vector to each existing class (e.g., $C_{i, \text{init}}$ for class $i$). The counter keeps track of the number of 0s and 1s in each class dimension and assigns $C$ dimension to 1 if the number of 1s exceeds 0s. After initialization, the model is ready for the classification. The inference is performed by taking the Hamming distance between the query data, and all $k$ class hypervectors. We label the query as a class with the highest Hamming distance.
HD model initialization comes with two advantages: first, by making a strong assumption about how each class is an average of the training data, our classifier is no longer a black box model that requires iterative convergence on the training data, but a prototype model that can be generated in a single pass. This initial model often provides acceptable accuracy, and gradient descent becomes an optional optimization, rather than a necessary obstacle. Second, for gradient descent, these initial model vectors give vital information about which dimensions are the more significant than others, which is information that would have otherwise been lost through binarization. We further discuss it on Section II-C.

C. BinHD Model Adjustment

We can significantly reduce the error rate of the initial HD model by employing gradient descent. We propose an online stochastic approach to descent. Figure 3 shows the overview of BinHD functionality during model adjustment. BinHD first encodes all training data point into high-dimensional binary vectors (Figure 3a). For each incoming sample of training data, our approach attempts to classify it by measuring its Hamming distance with the trained model (Figure 3b). If the model with the highest Hamming distance matches the correct label, BinHD ignores updating the model. However, if a train data point, \( H \), incorrectly matches with HD model, we add the query to a correct class \( (C_j) \), while subtracting it from an incorrect one \( (C_i) \).

\[
C_i = C_i + H \quad \text{and} \quad C_j = C_j - H
\]

Since the query and class hypervectors are both binary, the addition \((+\)) and subtraction \((-\)) happen by updating the corresponding counter array shown in Figure 3c. These counters update using the accumulation definition introduced in Section II-B. For example, \( C_i[+]H \), increments/decrements the class counter values on all dimensions that \( H \) has 1/0 values. After updating the counters, BinHD flips the class elements on all dimensions that their counter values are changed from positive to zero/negative values or vice versa (Figure 3d). The model adjustment continues until for a pre-defined number of iterations (maximum 30 iterations), unless if the accuracy converges earlier. The convergence condition is having less than \( \varepsilon = 0.1\% \) change in accuracy in three consecutive iterations.

BinHD model adjustment has two main advantages as compared to the existing HD computing algorithms [18], [21]. First, unlike existing approaches which need to store non-binary encoded hypervectors, BinHD stores binary encoded hypervectors with significantly lower memory size. Second, BinHD exploits a binary model with Hamming distance similarity during retraining, while the computation of prior work depends on the non-binary model with costly Cosine similarity [21]. These facts make BinHD an efficient lightweight classification approach for embedded devices with limited resources.

D. Controlling the Learning Rate

The learning rate is a crucial parameter in stochastic gradient descent that controls the step size. In most applications, the learning rate is a floating point value between 0 and 1 that is multiplied by training samples before they are added or subtracted from the vector of weights. The intuition is that this regulates how much individual training samples are allowed to move the classifier’s hyperplane. Learning rates that are too small allow for the descent to get trapped in local optima while learning rates that are too large cause the descent to diverge.

In the Hamming Distance classifier’s, such as BinHD, the learning rate is more difficult to define. The binary weights of the model vectors only flip when the counters cross the zero thresholds. This means that there is no guarantee that adding a single binary vector to the counters will take any immediate effect on the model. We choose to define our learning rate as the average number of bits flipped per accumulation operation. We modify this rate by saturating the counters with a reasonable ceiling and increasing the number of counter increments per accumulation. In fact, the size of a counter determines an application learning rate.

Figure 4 shows the impact of counter size on the BinHD classification accuracy during the model adjustment iterations. The results are reported for activity recognition dataset [27] using three different counter sizes. BinHD using 32-bit counters results on average 2-5 bits flipped per accumulation. It means that the training samples are only allowed to modify the vector about 0.05% per accumulation. This is unsurprisingly low since using counters that can accommodate values as high as 6,213 or as low as -6,213 (the number of training samples in the set), some dimensions will take thousands of
accumulations to flip. Convergence on the training data will take hundreds of epochs with such a low learning rate. BinHD can increase the learning rate by using a smaller counter size. For example, using counter size equal to 6-bits \((N = 6)\) increases the learning rate and results in higher classification accuracy. In fact, 6-bits counter size is equivalent of using a learning rate of 5\%, which results in a faster training. From the other side, using very small counter size, i.e., 4-bit, is equivalent to use very large learning rate which increases accuracy fluctuation and increases the chance of divergence.

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The main computation of HD can perform using three main blocks: encoding, associative search and counter modules. Figure 5 shows the details implementation of these three blocks.

A. Encoding

Figure 5 shows the implementation of encoding module. Our approach stores all position \((ID)\) and level \((L)\) hypervectors in position and item memory blocks respectively (A). After access to the feature values in the original domain, BinHD compares each feature value with the quantized feature values. Each feature is assigned to a quantized level which it corresponds to that feature (B). This process can perform in parallel for all features. The result of \(\oplus\) operations are accumulated using \(D\) counter blocks and compared with a threshold value. In BinHD, a threshold value is the half of the accumulated using \(D\) (C). This results in generating an encoded hypervector with \(D\) binary elements (D).

B. Training

In the existing HD computing algorithms, the training happens by accumulating the non-binarized hypervectors, resulting in large memory requirement and expensive computational cost [18]. BinHD implements training by accumulating all encoded hypervectors corresponding to a class. Since the encoded hypervectors are binary, this addition happens using the binary accumulation approach introduced in section II-B. BinHD uses a counter array for each corresponding class which keeps track of the number of 0 and 1 bits in each dimension (Figure 5G). After updating the counter values for the entire training data, BinHD creates an initial training model by assigning any dimensions with positive value to 1, while counters with zero or negative values are assigned to 0.

C. Associative Search

In inference and model adjustment, the associative search is the main cost of HD computing where we compare the similarity of an encoded hypervector with a binarized HD model. Unlike prior HD computing algorithms that use costly Cosine as the similarity metric, BinHD performs similarity check using Hamming distance. BinHD pre-stores the trained class hypervectors in a memory block (E). The similarity check of a query and class hypervectors performs using an array of \(\oplus\) gates (F). Each \(\oplus\) row computes the Hamming distance similarity of a query and class hypervector. A counter block has been located at the right side of the array is responsible to count the number of mismatches in each class. Finally, a tree-based comparator block identifies a class with the minimum Hamming distance (G).

D. Model Adjustment

The model adjustment can be implemented using the same \(\oplus\) array used for similarity check and a counter array used for initial training (G). As we explained in section II-C, BinHD uses a single \(N\)-bits counter to keep track of changes in each dimension of a class hypervector. For example, for an application with \(k\) classes and \(D\) dimensions, we require \(k \times D\) counters, where each counter corresponds to a single dimension of a class hypervector. Model adjustment block uses the same \(\oplus\) array to check the similarity of a training data point with the HD model. Depending on the correctness of match, BinHD implements the model adjustment using the following steps:

- If an encoded hypervector matches with a correct class, BinHD continues the search for the next data point without updating the counter array.
- If an encoded hypervector match with an incorrect class hypervector, BinHD XORS the query/encoded hypervector with that class (H). Model adjustment accesses to the class

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATASETS ((n: \text{FEATURE SIZE}, k: \text{NUMBER OF CLASSES})).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISOLET</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UCHAR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARDIO</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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hypevector using the same memory block which stored the trained class hypevectors. Every element of an XOR vector with 1 (0) bit increments (decrements) the counter value of the corresponding class. BinHD also updates the counter values on a class that the data point belongs to by using a Tag control signal. BinHD XORs the encoded hypevector with the correct class hypevector. Depending on the result of XOR, we increment (decrement) the counter values on the dimensions that XOR results have 0 (1) bit.

During the above update steps, if a sign of a counter changes, our approach fills the corresponding dimensions of class hypevector. This update happens in two steps: detecting any changes in the counters corresponding to a class by ANDing their signs signals ( ). Second, XORing the sign signal with the corresponding class and write the results back to the same memory location ( ).

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We verified the functionality of BinHD using both software and hardware implementations. In software, we implement HD training and inference on Intel Core i7 7600 CPU using an optimized C++ implementation. For a hardware implementation, we use a standard digital ASIC flow to design dedicated hardware. We describe HD functionality using RTL System-Verilog. For the synthesis, we use Synopsys Design Compiler with the TSMC 45 nm technology library, the general purpose process with high VTH cells. We extract its switching activity during post-synthesis simulations in ModelSim by applying the test sentences. We compare the BinHD efficiency and accuracy with the state-of-the-art HD computing algorithm proposed in [18], [21]. Table I summarizes the evaluated datasets. The tested benchmarks range from relatively small datasets collected in a small IoT network, e.g., UCIHAR, to a large dataset which includes hundreds of thousands of images of facial and non-facial data.

B. BinHD vs Existing Algorithms

Table II compares the classification accuracy of BinHD with the baseline HD computing algorithm [18] in three different configurations. First, the baseline HD using non-binary encoding and non-binary model (Float/Float) which provides the highest classification accuracy. Second, HD computing with non-binary encoding and binary model (Float/Binary), Third, HD computing with binary encoding and binary model (Binary/Binary) which has the maximum efficiency. Our evaluation shows that HD computing in Float/Float configuration provides on average 6.7% and 9.3% higher classification accuracy as compared to HD in Float/Binary and Binary/Binary configurations respectively. In fact, naively binarization of the encoded hypevector or HD model results in a significant drop in the classification accuracy. In contrast, our proposed BinHD framework binarizes both encoded and class hypevectors with minimal impact on the classification accuracy. Our evaluation shows that BinHD can provide the similar accuracy to the baseline HD in Float/Float configuration (less than 0.6%).

Table II also compares proposed BinHD and the baseline HD computing algorithms in terms of training memory footprint and model size. The baseline HD computing algorithm encodes data points to non-binary hypevectors, thus they require large memory footprint during training. BinHD enables HD computing to work with binarized encoded hypevectors. Our evaluation shows that BinHD on average requires 24.6× lower memory footprint as compared to the baseline HD using non-binary encoded hypevectors. In terms of model size, BinHD provides the same memory size as HD with the binarized mode, which is 32× smaller than the baseline HD with the non-binary model. In summary, BinHD can provide the memory/computing efficiency of the fully binary HD (Binary/Binary) as well as the classification accuracy of the baseline HD with non-binary encoding and model (Float/Float).

C. BinHD & Counter Size

Table III lists the classification accuracy of BinHD when the counter width increases from 6-bits to 32-bits. Choosing the width of the counters, like choosing a learning rate, depends on the dataset size. Choosing a counter that is small does not provide enough memory for retraining to converge on large datasets. In another word, accumulating enough changes cause forgetfulness during the descent. Our results in Table III shows that using counters smaller than 10-bits results in a divergence of the FACE recognition application. Similarity, the accuracy of the other applications diverge when the counter is smaller than 4-bits. Choosing a counter width that is too large will not give the significant dimensions a high enough probability to be flipped. Therefore, the gradient descent will choose to fit the data based on insignificant features, leading to overfitting. Our evaluation shows that the best counter size is predictable depending on the dataset size. Depending on the number of train data, we should select a counter size which provides a learning rate of 5%. For example, for a large dataset such as FACE, BinHD requires to use 10-bits counter size, while for smaller datasets such as ISOLET and UCIHAR using 6-bit counters provides 5% learning rate.

D. Training Efficiency

Here, we compare the efficiency of BinHD and the baseline HD computing algorithm with Float/Float configuration which provides the similar accuracy as BinHD. The baseline HD encodes data point to the non-binary domain and then adds the encoded hypevectors in order to create each class hypevector. BinHD simplifies the training operation by performing accumulation of the binary encoded hypevectors. Figure 6 compares the energy consumption and execution time of BinHD and baseline HD running on digital hardware. Our
evaluation shows that BinHD can provide 6.3× faster and 12.4× higher energy efficiency as compared to the baseline HD computing algorithm [18], while providing the similar classification accuracy.

E. Testing and Model Adjustment Efficiency

Figure 7a compares BinHD and the baseline HD computing algorithm during inference. Since BinHD uses a binary model, it can exploit a hardware-friendly Hamming distance as the similarity metric, while the baseline HD using non-binary model uses costly Cosine for the similarity check. Unlike Hamming distance, calculating Cosine similarity is so costly as it involves a large number of non-binary multiplications. Our evaluation shows that BinHD can achieve 13.8× higher energy efficiency and 9.9× speedup as compared to the baseline HD using non-binary model.

Figure 7b shows the efficiency of BinHD and the baseline HD computing during a single iteration of model adjustment. The retraining consists of an associative search and model update. Similar to the inference, BinHD provides significantly higher efficiency than the baseline HD computing. This is because the retraining in HD performs by applying similarity check to the binary model, while the baseline HD needs to use costly Cosine similarity on the non-binarized model. The model update in BinHD can perform using bitwise XOR operation, while the baseline HD requires to perform non-binary addition on two class hypervector. Our evaluation shows that BinHD can achieve on average 13.6× speedup and 7.8× higher energy efficiency as compared to the baseline HD computing algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for binarization of the Hyperdimensional computing algorithm during training and inference. BinHD encodes data points into binary hypervectors and performs training using the binary accumulation. In the inference, BinHD creates a binary model which enables the computation happens using light-weight Hamming distance similarity check. Our evaluation shows that BinHD in training (inference) can achieve on average 12.4× and 6.3× (13.8× and 9.9×) energy efficiency and speedup as compared to baseline HD computing algorithm while providing the similar classification accuracy.
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